
23 June 2022Date:

OBSERVATION REPORT NO.
Project: Woburn Fire Headquarters

Action Date

Woburn Fire Department Donald Kenton, Chief (All)
George Poole, Deputy (All)

Woburn Building Dept. Tom Quinn, Commissioner (Job Mtg. - partial)

City of Woburn (WOB) David Mastronardi, CIO (Schedule Mtg.)

Municipal Building Consultants (MBC) Pat Saitta (All)
Dick Murphy (All)

DiNisco Design (DD) Rick Rice (All)
Anne Woodacre (All)

VAV Jared Humphreys (Schedule Mtg.)

TEC Kevin Murphy (Schedule Mtg.)

Brothers Electric (BE) Joseph Bavaro, Sr. (Schedule Mtg.)
Joseph Bavaro (Schedule Mtg.)
Kevin Ronayne (Schedule Mtg.)

CAM HVAC (CAM) Chris Hill (Schedule Mtg.)

Howse Rusty Howse (Phone/Schedule Mtg.)

Eversource Tracy McDevitt (Phone/Schedule Mtg.)

G&R Construction (G&R) Ian McCallion (All)
Dan Aylward (All)
Dave Bacchiocchi (All)
Cullen Humphreys (All)

Attendees:

55

Job SiteLocation:

O. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

O56.
O56.A. SAFETY AND SECURITY

A22.
B. OWNER ISSUES

--- 05/14/21 B02. Work under separate contracts will consist of:
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DiNisco 05/14/21 B02.1 FF&E including Communications and Technology.

KI
DiNisco

03/11/22 B02.1.04 FF&E Schedule (Postscript):  DiNisco distributed the draft
front end of the FF&E Bid Documents for review, and
proposed the following bid schedule:
- 3/24/22: Bid Documents available
- 4/10/22:  Deadline for bid questions
- 04/14/22:  Bids due at 11:00 AM
[04/22/22-Postscript:  DiNisco distributed the bid recap
and award recommendations to purchasing, WFD and
MBC.  Bids received were on budget.]
[04/28/22:  Purchasing has sent contracts to winning FF&E
bidders, and is getting an updated state bid list quote for
the breathing equipment.]  [05/19/22:  DiNisco is awaiting
color samples from vendors so that selections may be
made.]  [06/02/22:  DiNisco noted they have received all
color samples but one and will begin issuing color
selections to vendors.] [06/16/22:  DiNisco has released all
FF&E colors to vendors, except for the KI side chairs.  The
KI fabric is out of production, and KI is sending alternates
to pick from.]

04/22/22
04/28/22
05/19/22
06/02/22
06/16/22

Woburn 05/14/21 B02.4 City will mill and pave Main Street after utility work is done.

D&R 04/14/22 B09.5.07 D&R / DE Cost Proposal:  DINisco has been informed by
Jay Corey that D&R / DE has been requested to provide
him with the cost to perform the underground conduit work
at Station 3 and the connection of the preemption switch to
the console head end.

--- 03/03/22 B19.1.01 911 Cable Requirements:  Scott Gray / EPS noted that the
Cat 5 cabling the State (via Glynn Elec.) will be running
would fit in a one-inch conduit between the MDF and the
console.  There will be three pieces of equipment on the
console serving State 911: two phone and one printer.  The
911 phones are voice over IP, and the printer requires
120V emergency power.

DiNisco 03/03/22 B19.1.02 911 in MDF:  An area is identified in the MDF on drawing
10.3.05 for the 911 equipment cabinet.  EPS will confirm if
they will be furnishing their own UPS.  [04/14/22:  EPS has
advised that they will not be providing their own UPS, but
they do require connection to a UPS to be provided by the
project.  DiNisco will coordinate with EPS.]

04/14/22

EPS 03/03/22 B19.1.03 Recording:  WFD advised they record the 911 calls.  It was
discussed this could be achieved via a network connection
installed by EPS between the 911 equipment and the Fire
Department's recorder in the MDF.  [05/12/22:  Given the
age of the existing recorder, WFD has decided to purchase
a new one through ALL-COMM.]  [06/23/22:  WFD clarified
the 911 recording will be done through web based
software by ALL-COMM and not via a recorder.]

05/12/22
06/23/22
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EPS
DiNisco

03/03/22 B19.1.05 Schedule:  EPS was advised that substantial completion for
the new HQ is late October 2022.  EPS will visit the project
again in September, bringing their installing contractor,
Glynn Electric.  [06/09/22:  DiNisco notified EPS of
schedule delays, will advise EPS of new substantial
completion date when known.]

06/09/22

WFD
DiNisco
EPS
ALL-COMM
LWB

03/17/22 B25. Dispatch Move:  It was discussed that it will be necessary to coordinate
the transition of the dispatch functions from Station 3 to the new
building.

Woburn
DiNisco

04/14/22 B26.1 Budget Update:  Based on the discussions at the 04/11/22
tech meeting, WFD and David Mastronardi (DM) have been
provided an updated device count to DiNisco and
Edvance.  Edvance will work with DM on finalizing network
electronics.  Based on this updated information, Edvance
will update the tech budget.  Procurement will begin the
end of April.  [04/21/22:  DiNisco reported that Edvance will
have an updated tech budget for distribution in a week.]
[04/28/22:  David M. advised that the City is in the process
of obtaining proposals so that the tech budget can be
finalized.]  [05/05/22:  Update: Phone quote received;
awaiting updated network electronics and A/V quotes.]
[05/12/22:  Tech budget forwarded to Mayor and MBC
05/10/22 for review.]  [05/19/22:  David M. and Chief
Kenton reported that the Mayor took no exception to the
updated tech budget.  Edvance will verify final quantities
and obtain updated quotes, including a quote from ALL-
COMM for the flat panels to compare with the quote
received from ProAV.  DiNisco will forward the final
proposals to purchasing for approval and issuing of
contracts to the vendors.]  [05/27/22-Postscript:
Proposals forwarded to Purchasing on 05/27.]  [06/09/22:
DiNisco to verify that all FF&E and technology PO's have
been issued.]

04/21/22
04/28/22
05/05/22
05/12/22
05/19/22
05/27/22
06/09/22

ALL-COMM 06/09/22 B32. Dispatch Console Furniture:  ALL-COMM has submitted for review an
alternate to the console furniture included in their bid. DiNisco and
Langone to review.  [06/16/22:  ALL-COMM is working with the
alternate manufacturer to assure substitute console fits within the
Watch Room.]

06/16/22

DiNisco
Vendors
Woburn

06/09/22 B34. Additional Bunk Furniture:  WFD requested purchasing (4) additional
sets of bunk furniture.  DiNisco to work with City and vendors on
procurement.  [06/28/22-Postscript:  DiNisco received pricing from
vendors and provided draft award to Purchasing.]

06/28/22
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WFD
G&R

06/16/22 B35. Vehicle Lifts:  WFD advised that the manufacturer of the service bay lifts
would like to ship the lifts in July, and asked G&R if it would be
possible.  There are six lifts on pallets, and when assembled they are
self-propelled and are stored under the mezzanine.  G&R noted that
this may be possible.  WFD will confirm delivery, and will try to have the
lifts delivered a little later.  [06/23/22:  WFD reported that delivery has
been pushed back to August.]

06/23/22

B36.
C. PERMITS & INSPECTIONS

-- 04/07/22 C29. Substantial Completion / Occupancy Inspections:  In response to Tom
Quinn's question, G&R noted they expect to request preoccupancy
permit inspections in mid-September.  [06/02/22:  G&R will revise this
date as the schedule effect of the switchgear delivery is understood.]
[06/16/22:  G&R now projects substantial completion to be 06 January
2023 due to the switchgear delay.]

06/02/22
06/16/22

TEC
VAV

05/26/22 C35. MEP Inspections:  VAV and TEC will be out for inspections Friday and
next week.  G&R requested that engineers notify them when they arrive
on site so that the respective subcontractors can walk with them.  MBC
also requested that they be included on these walks.  [06/02/22:  VAV
and TEC visited the site; site visit reports to follow.]

06/02/22

DiNisco 06/02/22 C36. Solar Panel Installation:  DiNisco noted that the Mayor has requested
that DiNisco begin work on design and procurement of a solar panel
system to be mounted on the HQ roof.  Tom Quinn asked to be kept
informed, noting a separate permit will be required.

--- 06/23/22 C37. City Inspectors:  G&R reported City Inspectors have been responsive
when needed. Record Item.

--- 06/23/22 C38. Site Conditions:  Tom Quinn asked G&R to be proactive in clearing
debris from the Main Street curb line and in controlling dust on site in
order to avoid neighbor complaints.  Record Item.

C39.
D. CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

G&R
Subs

04/21/22 D48. Schedule Update:  G&R will distribute schedule update #3 next week
after reviewing the draft with Dave B.  [05/05/22:  G&R expects to
submit the update early the week of 05/09.]  [05/19/22:  G&R noted
that they are about finished updating the schedule with the revised
masonry schedule using the original switchgear delivery date.  This will
serve as the baseline for adjustments due to the delayed switchgear
delivery.]  [05/26/22:  Schedule update 03 received 05/25.  G&R
working with Brothers on schedule update reflecting switchgear delays.]
[06/02/22:  G&R will update the schedule showing the effect of the
switchgear delay after the detailed discussions G&R is holding with the
subs on how to mitigate the delay.]

05/05/22
05/19/22
05/26/22
06/02/22

MBC
DiNisco

06/02/22 D48.1 Schedule Update #3:  MBC will provide review comments
to DiNisco week of 06/06.  [06/09/22:  MBC is holding their
review, and will review the next schedule update that
includes impact of switchgear delay.]

06/09/22
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G&R 06/16/22 D48.2 Schedule Update #4 / Switchgear Delay Impacts:  G&R
issued a memo on 06/15 outlining schedule impacts
stemming from the anticipated delivery of switchgear the
end of September.  G&R has attempted to minimize the
effect of the delivery delay by discussing with the MEP subs
how much of their contract work can be performed in
advance of having the switchgear energized.  G&R has also
contacted Eversource to have the primary cabling and
meter set as soon as possible, with Eversource noting
delays in cable deliveries of their own.  Allowing for
December holidays, G&R is now projecting Substantial
Completion to be 06 January 2023.  G&R is working on
Schedule Update #4 detailing the work going forward.

DiNisco
G&R
MBC

04/21/22 D49. Time Extension:  G&R inquired as to the status of their time extension
request, which was discussed.  G&R wishes to bring this to conclusion
soon; MBC and DiNisco will advise if any other information is needed to
reach a decision.  [04/28/22:  DiNisco and MBC will meet with the
Mayor 04/29 to review G&R's extension request.]  [05/05/22:  G&R's
schedule extension request has been granted by the City.  DiNisco will
respond formally and a "stand alone" change order issued to revise the
substantial completion date.]  [05/19/22:  DiNisco noted it has been
proposed that changing the substantial completion date by Change
Order now has little use given that the October date must now be
changed to reflect the switchgear delivery.  G&R disagreed with this
and proposed a separate discussion with MBC and DiNisco on the
merits.]  [06/09/22:  MBC reiterated that the City intends to issue a
single change order to change the date of substantial completion.]

04/28/22
05/05/22
05/19/22
06/09/22

Facades
G&R

05/19/22 D54. Metal Wall Panels:  In response to DiNisco's question, G&R advised
they have not yet received a delivery date from Facades for the support
building wall panels, but as of this date this is not a concern for G&R.
[05/26/22:  G&R noted that support building panels were ordered long
ago; manufacturer not providing ship date.]  [06/02/22:  G&R reported
that Facades has not provided a ship date, G&R noted they will next
contact the manufacturer directly.]  [06/09/22:  G&R is waiting on a call
back from the manufacturer.]  [06/16/22:  G&R has not heard back
from the panel manufacturer on a delivery date.  In response to
DiNisco's question, G&R is of the opinion that this is a manufacturer
and not Facades issue.  DiNisco noted alternatives to the "sandwich"
panel would be considered if necessary, and various alternates were
discussed.  G&R to advise if a substitution is advisable.]  [06/23/22:
G&R has confirmed that the wall panels will be shipped the middle of
July, and given that, a change in system is not warranted.  G&R
reported that all other preformed cladding materials are on hand.]

05/26/22
06/02/22
06/09/22
06/16/22
06/23/22

--- 06/09/22 D58. Windows and Storefront:  G&R noted that windows are expected early
July and that storefront will be onsite next week.  [06/16/22:  G&R
reported that storefront is now being fabricated at the sub's shop, and
windows are still expected the first week in July.]  [06/23/22:  G&R
reported that glass for storefront expected second week in July.]

06/16/22
06/23/22
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G&R
Industrial

06/16/22 D61. Tower Erection:  G&R noted that they wish to have the veneer masonry
completed at the south side of the support building before scheduling
Industrial's erection of the tower.  [06/23/22:  G&R noted the tower will
be 2-3 days of intensive work by Industrial and they are coordinating
when best to do it.]

06/23/22

--- 06/23/22 D62. Schedule Meeting / Switchgear Delay:  A meeting was held to discuss
means of mitigating the delay in receiving the switchgear, now expected
to ship from Monterey, Mexico the first week in September, a 13 week
delay.  G&R has proposed work arounds that mitigate a portion of this
delay down to nine weeks.  The purpose of this meeting was to confirm
the revised sequencing of work with the MEP subcontractors and
design team, and to identify any other ways that more time could be
made up.

Brothers
G&R
Eversource

06/23/22 D62.1 Eversource / Primary Service:  The underground primary
service has been installed between the transformer and the
on site pole, with only the overhead service across the
street remaining.  It was discussed that the service pole
across the street is not the one that is rotted and needs to
be replaced.  Eversource noted it normally takes a few
days (barring emergencies) to arrange for service
connection, noting they typically terminate primary and
secondary cables at the same time.  Brothers and G&R will
keep Eversource apprised of progress on inspections, etc.
to minimize wait time for connection.

Brothers
Eversource

06/23/22 D62.2 Meter Socket:  It was discussed that meter sockets now
have a twelve month lead time, and Brothers reported on
another project Eversource make connections without a
meter socket in hand.  Brothers will advise if they have a
socket to use and Eversource will verify if a socket is
needed per their policy.  It was discussed that all the
current does not pass through the meter, and approval to
proceed without the socket could be granted by the
electrical inspector.  Brothers suggested using an Emon
Demon meter to determine electricity useage for billing until
a socket can be obtained.

--- 06/23/22 D62.3 Switchgear Installation:  Given the early September ship
date, the switchgear would be expected the end of
September.  Brothers estimates three weeks to install the
switchgear, with switch over from temporary to permanent
power the end of October.

Brothers
WFD

06/23/22 D62.3.01 Switchgear Acceleration:  Brothers will facilitate a call with
ABB/GE's main office in Switzerland, the vendor/rep, Turtle
& Hughes and WFD in an attempt to accelerate the
production schedule.  Brothers noted that they have been
in frequent contact with ABB/GE higher ups.

--- 06/23/22 D62.4 CAM and Howse stated that they will do a "soft start" of the
BAS using the temporary power, but three phase power is
needed to start the HVAC equipment.  Possible work
arounds were discussed, including use of the emergency
generator, which is sized to take the full building loads.
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G&R 06/23/22 D62.5 Temporary Heat:  G&E will develop a plan by the end of
September for temporary heat needed for finishes in
October.  G&R's preference is to use the HVAC system for
temporary heat, but as noted above, three phase power is
needed.

--- 06/23/22 D63. G&R reviewed the look ahead schedule (attached), noting:
- There is a 2-3 week delay getting backflow preventors for the funnel
drains, which G&R has to work around in completing the second floor
GWB.
- Masonry is not progressing as quickly as hoped, due to manpower.
Attention will shift to completing masonry at window openings given the
pending arrival of windows.

D64.
E. SUBMITTAL SCHEDULE

--- 04/21/22 E07.3.07 Submittal Schedule:  G&R distributed by email the list of
outstanding submissions.  At the meeting, G&R reported
that none of the remaining items are expected to pose
scheduling problems. [04/28/22:  G&R has been following
up with open submittals.]  [05/12/22:  MBC requested that
DiNisco update their submittal log.]  [05/19/22:  DiNisco
distributed their open item log via email. G&R noted
miscellaneous items are still coming in.]

04/28/22
05/12/22
05/19/22

E08.
F. SUBMITTALS

G&R 05/14/21 F10. Construction Indoor IAQ Plan to be submitted within 21 days of NTP.
[03/31/22:  Now that ductwork is being hung and GWB installed,
DiNisco advised the IAQ should be submitted.]  [04/21/22:  IAQ plan
submitted for DiNisco's review.]  [04/28/22:  IAQ Plan returned by
DiNisco with comments to be addressed by G&R.]

03/31/22
04/21/22
04/28/22

Facades
G&R

03/17/22 F39.1.02 Support Building Details:  Prior to the meeting DiNisco met
with G&R, Facades and Baystate Drywall to discuss the
support building.  The following was noted:
- DiNisco's LGMF shop drawing review notes were not
clear and DiNisco confirmed that metal stud backup
construction is required for metal panels where shown on
the wall sections.
- During design, the Kingspan rep advised DiNisco that the
splice plates shown in the contract document details are
required; G&R, Facades and Baystate to coordinate and
meet the manufacturer's requirements.
- Facades will submit an alternate trim detail for 11/3.9.14.
[04/28/22:  In response to DiNisco's question about the
status of remaining metal panel submissions, G&R reported
that they have been in contact with Facades to have them
submitted.]

04/28/22
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G&R 05/05/22 F65. Concrete Floor Hardener:  G&R noted that they will be proposing a floor
hardener in lieu of the specified sealer in  non-epoxy utility floor areas.
DiNisco will consider G&R's suggestion upon receipt.  [05/13/22-
Postscript:  Product data submitted for consideration.]  [05/19/22-
Postscript:  DiNisco reviewed the proposed floor finish change with
WFD, who agreed that the S-W coating is preferred in the non-vehicle
traffic areas.  G&R will follow up with a formal submission, including
colors.]  [05/26/22:  Product approved 05/25.  G&R to follow up with
shop drawings confirming locations.  DiNisco stated that this product
should not be used at the support building.]  [06/02/22:  G&R will
submit a plan showing where the SW floor product will be used.]

05/13/22
05/19/22
05/26/22
06/02/22

G&R 05/12/22 F67. Epoxy Floor: DiNisco requested samples of epoxy floor finish.
[05/26/22:  G&R noted samples are in production.]  [06/23/22:  G&R
expects samples the week of 06/27/22.]

05/26/22
06/23/22

G&R 05/12/22 F68. Tile Shop Drawings:  DiNisco holding tile shop drawings pending
submittal of credit for the use of caulking at Schluter trim locations.
[05/19/22:  G&R agrees that the Schluter trim is a better installation
detail and will follow up with the sub.]  [05/26/22:  G&R stated that they
have confirmed product is not available in the USA.  G&R will submit
credit for use of caulking.]

05/19/22
05/26/22

DiNisco 06/02/22 F72. Wire Mesh Partition:  G&R noted that they will be submitting an
alternate product, DiNisco will consider it.  [06/27/22-Postscript:
Submitted for DiNisco review.]

06/27/22

G&R 06/09/22 F73. Granite Curbs:  G&R noted that curb shop drawings will be resubmitted
due to Fletcher closing their business.

G&R 06/16/22 F76. Training Room Movable Partition:  G&R reported that Corbin-Hufcor
has gone out of business, and that they will be resubmitting a partition
for the training room from another manufacturer.  DiNisco noted
coordination with the GWB pocket and steel beam already installed for
the partition will be needed. [06/23/22:  G&R advised that they have
received quotes and that the existing bolt hole spacing and stack space
will not be an issue.]

06/23/22

--- 06/23/22 F77. Submittal Log:  G&R distributed the log (attached) for review.  Record
Item.

F78.
G. COORDINATION DRAWINGS

G07.
H. PAYROLL REPORTS

--- 06/09/22 H18. MBC reported that Remington Steel and Metalon are behind in
reporting.  [06/16/22:  MBC reported Remington and Metalon are still
behind.] [06/23/22:  MBC reported no change.]

06/16/22
06/23/22

H19.
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I. REQUISITIONS

DiNisco
MBC

06/16/22 I22. June Pencil Requisition:  DiNisco requested that G&R submit the pencil
req for June prior to the 06/23 meeting with the MEP consultants so
that they may review the req on the 23rd.  [06/28/22-Postscript:  G&R
forwarded final pencil req for review.]

06/28/22

I23.
J. CHANGE ORDERS

G&R 05/05/22 J28. CR 42 – Additional Drying Racks:  Noting G&R's difficulty in receiving
back up from Larkin, DiNisco suggested G&R get a price from another
sub.  [06/09/22:  G&R noted that they are pricing Ipe themselves.]

06/09/22

--- 06/23/22 J32. Change Request Log:  G&R distributed the Change Request Log
(attached) for review.  Record Item.

DiNisco 06/23/22 J33. Change Order #8:  DiNisco will assemble CO #8 to include CR's 58,
63R1, 67, 69 and 70R2.

J34.
K. CONSTRUCTION CHANGE DIRECTIVES (CCD)

K08.
L. FIELD ORDERS

L08.
M. PROPOSAL REQUESTS

ALL-COMM
Brothers

05/12/22 M08.1 Overhead Door Coordination:  ALL-COMM had a call with
Overhead Door Company of Southeastern Massachusetts
(OHD), and the following was discussed:
- ALL-COMM requires 4 contact closures per door: 1 for
status, 1 to open, 1 to stop, 1 to close.
- ALL-COMM will provide contact points at their cabinet in
the MDF.
- OHD to confirm that they have additional output modules
available.
[06/02/22:  G&R noted the pending response to RFI 147
figures into the OH door sub's proposal.]  [06/16/22:  G&R
reported Brothers is pricing the work needed.]

06/02/22
06/16/22

G&R
MBC

05/12/22 M09. Additional Blocking (PR #29 & 30):  G&R to track T&M, MBC to
observe.

M10.
O. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

O57.
P. DEMOLITION

P01.
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Q. SITE WORK

--- 05/12/22 Q10.1.08 Landscape Meeting:  Before the job meeting, a landscape
precon meeting took place with WFD, MBC, DiNisco, BSI,
R&S and G&R in attendance.  The following was discussed:
- G&R intends to install plantings in Spring 2023; Soils and
seed mixes will likely still be installed Fall 2022 so site will
be stabilized for substantial completion.  R&S, BSI and
WFD agree this schedule will result in  best long term
outcome.  MBC voiced opposition on basis of wishing to
complete project in Fall 2022.
- R&S will be sourcing plant material from multiple sources
and will communicate with BSI over the winter of 2022/23,
sending photos of plants.
- BSI suggested pre-digging and filling holes this Fall.  R&S
disagrees, and will dig as plants are installed.
- It was noted that soils may need to be resubmitted
depending on the materials available in the fall of 2022 or
spring of 2023.
- BSI noted that record shall be made of any components
added to soils.

Q29.
R. ARCHITECTURAL

DiNisco 03/17/22 R11. MEP Markers:  In response to MBC's question, DiNisco advised that
the MEP trades do not own placing markers on ATC ceilings for above
ceiling MEP devices needing access.  It was discussed and agreed
DiNisco will issue a Proposal Request to have markers installed to aid
service.

DiNisco
G&R

05/26/22 R19. DiNisco Site Visit: DiNisco inquired if G&R would be opposed to holding
a walkthrough for 10-15 members of the firm on an upcoming Thursday
following the job meeting.  G&R takes no exception given that proper
attire is worn and the date is confirmed in advance.  [06/16/22:  DiNisco
advised that the proposed date / time is Thursday, 14 July at 2:30 PM;
DiNisco will confirm with G&R.]

06/16/22

G&R 06/09/22 R24. Finish Pre-Cons:  G&R noted that they will be scheduling finish pre-
cons in the upcoming weeks.  [06/16/22:  G&R will propose a finishes
start-up meeting schedule in a couple of weeks, likely beginning with
millwork.]

06/16/22

R25.
S. STRUCTURAL

S09.
T. FIRE PROTECTION

--- 06/23/22 T04. Stair B Fire Protection:  Following the meeting DiNisco reviewed the
sprinkler installation in Stair B and advised G&R that the heads and
piping are to be concealed per the construction documents, not
exposed as installed.  Record Item.

T05.
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U. PLUMBING

--- 05/26/22 U07. Vent Pipe through Mezzanine:  On the design team's review of the
coordination drawings, it was noted that the vent pipe shown at column
J/14.9 could not be installed at the location due to its proximity to the
training opening.  The pipe was subsequently installed.  DiNisco noted
to G&R that Araujo must find another path for this vent pipe.  [06/02/22:
G&R noted that an RFI will be forthcoming once a route is identified.]
[06/09/22:  G&R noted that a beam penetration will be required and
that FBRA reviewed the location in the field.  RFI is forthcoming.
[06/15/22-Postscript:  Response to RFI #157 issued 06/15/22.  G&R /
Araujo to clarify pipe routing after passing through beam.]  [06/16/22:
G&R noted vent would rise a couple feet outside of secure storage crib
on the mezzanine.  G&R will provide DiNisco with dimensioned location
of the vent so that crib partition can be shifted.]  [06/23/22:  Item
closed.]  Record Item.

06/02/22
06/09/22
06/15/22
06/16/22
06/23/22

U09.
V. HVAC

V04.
W. ELECTRICAL

--- 05/02/22 W08. Lighting Controls Coordination Meeting:  Before the start of the job
meeting, a meeting took place to discuss how the network lighting
controls installed by Brothers and the station alerting system  installed
by ALL-COMM work together to control the lighting for both normal
building occupancy and when an alarm sounds.  It was explained to
WFD that the lighting system is fully programmable to the WFD's
wishes, as is the Zetron station alerting system.

--- 05/02/22 W08.1 Zetron / Lighting Control Interface:  ALL-COMM described
the typical types of alert conditions (EMT, Fire,
Investigation) that fire stations utilize.  The network lighting
control system will turn on the desired lights via one or
more dry contacts.  WFD overall concept is for everyone in
HQ to be aware of a call even if only the lights in "targeted"
areas come on.

--- 04/28/22 W08.1.01 Expandability:  ALL-COMM confirmed the HQ Zetron
system will support future station alert systems in the other
fire stations.

--- 05/02/22 W08.2 Network Lighting Controls:  TEC generally discussed with
WFD  lighting controls, i.e. what comes on during alarms
(all corridors, no bedrooms), what stays on all night (stairs
and corridors at 50% emergency light level), and exterior
lighting (apron and south auxiliary bay drive on all night, wall
mounted security lighting all night, parking lot on time
clock).

--- 04/28/22 W08.2.01 Bunks:  TEC confirmed that the bunk lighting is specified to
be network controlled.

--- 05/02/22 W08.3 Next Steps:
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WFD
ALL-COMM
DiNisco

05/02/22 W08.3.01 WFD will contact ALL-COMM for assistance in developing
designed desired station alert functions.  [05/12/22:  WFD
met with ALL-COMM 05/12/22 and discussed alert
conditions.  ALL-COMM will be visiting WFD dispatch to
observe current operations.  ALL-COMM to distribute alert
functions to DiNisco.]  [06/09/22:  DiNisco to contact ALL-
COMM to check progress.]  [06/16/22:  WFD noted ALL-
COMM has not yet contacted WFD; DiNisco will contact
ALL-COMM.]  [06/23/22:  DiNisco advised WFD that ALL-
COMM is available 06/30 or 07/01.  WFD prefers Thursday
06/30; DiNisco will advise ALL-COMM.]

05/12/22
06/09/22
06/16/22
06/23/22

TEC 05/02/22 W08.3.02 TEC will develop a draft lighting control schedule for WFD
review.

TEC
ALL-COMM

05/02/22 W08.3.03 TEC and ALL-COMM will inform G&R / Brothers what
lighting control contacts will be needed for activation by the
Zetron system.

--- 05/05/22 W09. Communications System Coordination Meeting:  Before the start of the
job meeting, WFD, MBC, DiNisco, G&R, Brothers, ALL-COMM and LW
Bills met to discuss coordination and scheduling of communications
work in the building overall and in the Watch Room and MDF in
particular.

--- 05/05/22 W09.1 Substantial Completion:  DiNisco advised that substantial
completion of the project is on or about 31 October 2022,
and the communications systems shall be operational at
that date.

Langone 05/05/22 W09.3.02 Municipal Alarm Cabinet:  The dispatch console cabinet to
be provided by ALL-COMM for LW Bills equipment is too
small. DiNisco's consultant, Langone Associates, will issue
a credit PR to ALL-COMM to delete the cabinet and a PR
to Bills to provide it.

G&R
Industrial
LW Bills

05/05/22 W09.3.03 Antennas:  Bills will be providing antennas for Industrial to
install on the tower.  While the tower foundation work is
scheduled to begin in a week or two, Industrial's erection of
the tower is to be coordinated with G&R.  [06/02/22:  G&R
noted that the seven day breaks for the tower foundation
should be issued by UTS soon.  G&R will determine with
the tower erection should begin based on other adjacent
construction activities.]

06/02/22

--- 05/05/22 W09.3.04 System Cut Over:  LW Bills noted there will be a period of
time when both Station 3 and the HQ dispatch must be
manned as their work is cut over.

--- 05/05/22 W09.3.05 Training:  LWB noted their systems will require a couple
hours of training for the dispatcher.

--- 05/05/22 W09.4 ALL-COMM reviewed their PA / alerting, radio and dispatch
furniture scope.  Discussion included the following:
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Langone
Industrial

05/05/22 W09.4.01 Antenna:  ALL-COMM noted the tower vendor, Industrial,
will be furnishing and installing the antennas for ALL-
COMM's radio equipment.  DiNisco's consultant will
coordinate with Industrial and LW Bills.

--- 05/05/22 W09.4.04 Training:  ALL-COMM recommends a training session for
WFD users approximately two weeks before switch over.
Training could be at ALL-COMM's facility or on site.

Woburn
Eversource

06/09/22 W12. Rotten Pole Across Main Street:  It was discovered that the utility pole
to which the municipal FA cables are to be run is rotting.  WFD noted
that this is an Eversource pole.  The City is working to have it
addressed.  G&R noted Brothers cannot continue work given pole's
current condition.  [06/16/22:  G&R noted resolution of this item is a
priority.]  [06/23/22:  DiNisco reported that Jay Duran said Eversource
is aware of the required pole replacement and believe it will be replaced
shortly.]

06/16/22
06/23/22

--- 06/23/22 W14. Soffit Fixtures:  Following the meeting DiNisco confirmed locations of
soffit fixtures with G&R. Record Item.

W15.
X. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

X01.
Y. MISCELLANEOUS

--- 06/23/22 Y17. New Assistant Super:  G&R noted Derek has left G&R and a new
superintendent will be starting. Record Item.

Y18.
ZA. COMMISSIONING

VAV
TEC

03/24/22 ZA03.1 CxA Services:  MBC requested that DiNisco remind VAV
and TEC to keep track of their respective CxA services
hours for submission for payment.

--- 05/02/22 ZA05. Commissioning Kick-Off Meeting:  VAV reviewed the attached kick-off
meeting agenda with the attendees.  The discussion included the
following:

--- 05/02/22 ZA05.1 Purpose:  For the fire station project, commissioning
activities will be streamlined and shall focus on increased
visits by the MEP design team to verify operation of
systems after installation by the respective subcontractors.

G&R
Subs

05/02/22 ZA05.2 VAV and TEC will issue the systems to be commissioned
per the agenda on a spreadsheet so that G&R and the
MEP subs may fill in the dates when various systems will be
ready for observation.  VAV and TEC request a week's
notice for any requested visit.  [05/26/22:  Distributed to
G&R 05/25 via email.  G&R to distribute to subs to fill in
date.]

05/26/22

--- 05/02/22 ZA05.3 TEC will attend the fire alarm test but noted submission of
the structural cable test results will serve as verification of
data cabling.
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ZA06.
ZB. CONSTRUCTION CLOSEOUT

--- 09/01/21 ZB10. As-Built Drawings:  MBC urged G&R to keep up with the as-built
drawings, especially underslab and site utility work being concealed.
MBC and consultants will review monthly. [09/29/21:  G&R reported
that below slab installations are following the underslab coordination
drawings.]  [02/03/22:  G&R reported that they have discussed with the
subcontractors the need to maintain the as-built drawings now that
MEP systems are about to be installed.]  [02/10/22:  G&R reported as-
builts are being kept up.]  [03/24/22:  G&R noted subs are updating
their as-builts, noting that so far all work has been installed per the
coordination drawings.]  [04/21/22:  Tom Quinn noted the Building
Department will archive the electronic As-Built drawings in their project
files.]

09/29/21
02/03/22
02/10/22
03/24/22
04/21/22

DiNisco 04/28/22 ZB10.1 Architectural As-Builts:  G&R requested that DiNisco furnish
updated Architectural CAD files, including SK's issued by
Field Order and Proposal Request for use in preparing As-
Builts.  [06/16/22:  DiNisco will provide files near the end of
project that incorporate SK's for G&R's use.]

06/16/22

ZB11.
ZZ. CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS

--- 06/23/22 ZZ52. Construction Progress:  The Architect walked the site and observed the
following: (Record Item)
- Masonry:  Working now at veneer at Deck off Kitchen.
- Interior / HQ:  Finishes ongoing at first and second floors.  Tile
installation started with waterproofing membrane spread at second floor
toilet rooms.
- MEP:  Work ongoing throughout HQ.

ZZ53.
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The next on-site Job Meeting will be held Thursday, June 30, 2022 at 1:00 PM at the Job Site.

The discussions of this meeting are recorded as understood by the writer, who should be notified
of any omissions or corrections.  Unless the writer is notified to the contrary, these notes are
presumed to be correct.

________________________________
Richard N. Rice
DiNISCO DESIGN

RNR/meh

cc: Mayor Scott Galvin
Tom Quinn, Building Commissioner
Paul D'Amore, Building Inspector
Jay Corey, City Engineer
Jay Duran, DPW Superintendent
Donald Kenton, WFD
George Poole, WFD
Pat Saitta
Dick Murphy
Janet Bernardo
Mary Hall
Heather Audet
Bill Brown
Joe Strayer
Jon Buhl
Steven Belanger
Rachel Blandford
John Sousa
Frank Stramaglia
Semoon Oh
Jared Humphreys
Kevin Murphy
Eric Ganz
Scott Goodrich
Chick Langone
Bob Mitchell
Ken Gale
James Alexander
Anne Woodacre
Bob Morel
Ian McCallion
Dan Aylward
David Bacchiocchi

Enclosures: G&R 3-week Look Ahead dated 06/23/22
G&R Submittal Log dated 06/22/22 
G&R CR Log dated 06/22/22
G&R RFI Log dated 06/22/22

m.hestand
RNR
















